
Advisory Boards 
and 

Rumor Mills

How a franchise system has used Advisory 
Boards to build trust between the 

stakeholders



Advisory Boards & Rumor Mills
•Advisory Boards are not window dressing when the 
purpose, outcomes and roles are clear
•Great Advisory Boards build trust between participants

•Rumor Mills fuel doubt and can destroy trust 
•Rumor Mills can be managed

•I will address how our franchise system has used 
Advisory Boards to build trust, creating “Reality Brokers” 
who, in turn, have confronted the “Rumorist”



Advisory Boards Questions:
•What type of boards are there?

•What is a good “purpose”?

•What type of ‘clear’ outcome is typical?

•What is a Board-Member ‘role’?

•Who from corporate should be involved?

•What type of franchisee should be involved?

•How much work is all of this?

•Are there rules to follow?



Advisory Boards:
•Pros

–Provide access 
–Harness Energy
–Share responsibility
–Generate input
–Socialize concepts
–Ratify ideas
–Build relationships
–Lower barriers
–Build trust

•Cons
–…to the privileged
–…of the negative
–…to clarify blame
–…that is ignored
–…that favor the ‘Zor
–…that are stupid
–…for the few
–…for lawsuits
–…to be abused?



A Great Advisory Board will:

•Give real, honest input
•Provide genuine support
•Build relationships between the members
•“Own” the initiatives
•Go beyond ‘their local franchisee issues’
•Work to better the franchise system
•Build trust



Example: Brand Advisory Board
•1st Stage:   “The Big Idea”
•2nd Stage:  “Request for Input” and 

“Who wants to participate?”
•3rd Stage:   “Structured Meeting”
•4th Stage:   “Draft of the Brand Idea”
•5th Stage:   “Test the Idea”
•6th Stage:   “Implement the Idea: from 

the ‘bottom up’”



Rumor Mills
•“The Brand Board has decided that we will 
all have to spend/do……...” 

Myrvin Beingood (corporate staffer, or, franchisee)

•“The sky is falling, the sky is falling” 
Chicken Little



The Rumorist
•Likes to be heard
•Believes they have been, or will be wronged
•Believes that their view is the right view
•Has relationship issues
•Sees only enemies or allies
•Is a farmer of discontent
•Basks in the glow of conflict
•Profits from others discomfort



The Reality Broker
•Uses facts, not feelings
•Acts in a timely manner
•Has been on an advisory board
•Understands the ‘big picture’
•Is an influencer
•Trusts in their relationships 
•Confronts the Rumorist directly



Managing The Rumor Mill
•In most cases, we let the franchisees do all of the 
heavy lifting:

–Real issues ‘bubble up’ through our advisory boards
–Isolated issues show up on our bboard

•In both cases, we let the board members and the 
franchisees address the issues, and find the facts
•If there is a real problem, we jump on it, and ask for 
franchisee involvement to solve the problem (and 
perhaps we will start an advisory board)



Trust
•It is the foundation of a franchise system
•It can be built when franchisees work directly with 
franchisor on franchise system issues
•It is validated when the Reality Broker shuts the 
Rumorist down

»… usually in public

•We would be unable to have Trust without the 
interaction opportunities provided by our Advisory 
Boards



Questions?
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